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BOOK REVIEW 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION HUSTLE. By Bernard J. Frieden. 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 1979. Pp. 211. $12.50. 
Reviewed by Kevin Cutler Devine* 
One need read only the title of Bernard Frieden's latest book, The 
Environmental Protection Hustle, I to know the tenor of its message. 
Yet the audacity of its title belies the importance of the author's 
message: under the guise of "environmental protection" and "slow-
growth planning," various groups with differing goals have placed 
a stranglehold on suburban housing development leading, according 
to Frieden, to "no-growth politics."2 The results of such a strangle-
hold are: (1) a limitation of the availability of middle- and low-
income housing; (2) an increase in home prices to a point beyond 
which anyone save the very well-to-do can afford; (3) an increase in 
the migration of potential homebuyers away from the centrally lo-
cated suburbs, thus increasing the environmental problems asso-
ciated with commuting long distances; and, (4) the discouragement 
of careful planning in housing development. No one can study this 
book and remain unimpressed with the author's analysis. 
The Environmental Protection Hustle concerns housing (in par-
ticular, the rising costs of single-family housing) and the relation-
ship of environmental protection to urban and suburban planning. 
The book is also about the child of legislative scrutiny, the regula-
tory process. Yet, perhaps most significantly, the book concerns 
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people, people who need and want homes of their own in a comforta-
ble community. These people, says Frieden, have "the greatest 
stake in [the growth vs. no-growth] controversy,"3 but, when the 
regulatory process begins, they are "neither involved nor repre-
sented."· 
Frieden prepared for this work by studying the histories of hous-
ing problems in several northern California counties. He selected 
California partly because, at the time of his studies, he was situated 
at the University of California at Berkeley. In addition, Frieden 
states that he was convinced that "California was leading the coun-
try in a new commitment to protect the environment against the 
sometimes unfortunate consequences of urban growth."5 Frieden's 
conviction appears sound. California, perhaps more than any other 
state, has experienced wildly fluctuating demographic changes dur-
ing the past several decades, making housing controversies in Cali-
fornia the probable model for similar disputes in other parts of the 
nation. Nevertheless, Frieden hopes that such disputes will not 
arise, or, if they do, that they will not be similarly resolved. 
Through careful review of numerous case studies concerning pro-
posed housing developments in suburban California communities, 
Frieden demonstrates the use and abuse of the regulatory process, 
which, though designed to assure environmentally sound planning, 
has "turned into a mine field"8 for those interested in development 
of any sort. Frieden's review of the case studies blasts the myth that 
environmental protection results in an egalitarian benefit for all of 
society. Rather, the author notes, the too often "exaggerated con-
ception of limits [to growth] must raise questions about whether 
there is also a responsibility to share resources with the rest of 
society."7 States Frieden: 
Contrary to a widespread belief . . . when housing proposals generate 
stiff opposition, developers do not usually persist with their original 
plans and simply raise prices enough to cover the costs of delays, legal 
proceedings, or other regulatory expenses. Instead, they compromise 
with their critics by cutting the number of moderate-cost houses in their 
plans and substituting a smaller number of houses that only high-
income families can afford. K 
:I [d. at 59. 
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I [d. at 51. 
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The compromise struck is always "at the expense of someone who 
was p.ot there: the housing consumer."B 
Frieden views the regulatory process that engenders these housing 
compromises as a card game being played with a stacked deck. The 
regulators "give the opponents repeated chances to shoot down a 
proposal. They create so many delays and uncertainties that they 
... make [the developer] ready to compromise in order to get 
anything built. And they fail to represent housing consum-
ers .... "10 
Who are these opponents of low- and moderate-cost housing? 
Frieden's book suggests a strange coalition composed of environ-
mentalists (preservationists really), suburbanites wishing to main-
tain the status quo, and the wealthy. "Environmental issues have 
given respectability to defenders of the suburban status quo, 
spreading a cover of the public interest over what would otherwise 
be a narrow case of self-interest."11 Thus, The Environmental Pro-
tection Hustle portrays anti-housing environmentalists as elitist 
"no-growthers" who are caught up in a suburban "lifeboat ethic."12 
With seeming sardonic pleasure, Frieden asks: "Is it possible that 
behind the facade of concern for the public interest environmen-
talists have mainly their own interests in mind?"13 
Perhaps they do. But then again perhaps they do not. The really 
remarkable result of Frieden's book is not his conclusion that envi-
ronmentalists have often been misguided, but that after reading the 
book most readers would agree with that conclusion. Even a re-
viewer with a strong environmental bias must admit that the book 
is well-researched and well-written. While Frieden's work most 
likely will not draw excessive criticism from persons dedicated to 
"slow-growth" policies, it will undoubtedly stir deep controversy 
among those dedicated to "no-growth." 
The conclusion to The Environmental Protection Hustle stands 
as a practical warning to those persons who offer environmental 
epithets in order to preserve the status quo of suburban life: "If they 
• [d. at 59 . 
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want to keep a base of popular support, they will have to offer the 
average person something better than a rear view of a fleet of fat 
lifeboats sailing into the sunset while he flounders behind in the 
water."u For those involved in urban and suburban planning, this 
book deserves a considered reading. 
II Id. at 183. 
